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• Incorporating Irish Heating &Ventilating
ews.
Readership Data
Irish Building Services News (formerly Irish H&V
News) is Ireland's only Building Services
magazine providing coverage of the heating,
ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration,
sanitaryware, plumbing, maintenance and
environmental industries. It is the only
publication catering exclusively for these
industries and its circulation includes members
of the following:hartered Institution of Building Services
ngineers (CIBSE); The Mechanical Engineering
&Building ervices Contractors' Association
(MEBSCA); Irish Property &Facilitie Managers
Association (IPFMA); The Irish Home Builders
Association (IHBA); Architectural Practices; The
Mechanical Engineering Contractors' Association;
The Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers
(IDHE); The Maintenance, Energy &
Environmental Technology Association (MEITA)
which incorporates energy managers and
maintenance managers; The Institute of
Plumbing; Builders Merchants; Trade upply
Outlets; and selected members of the Association
of Electrical Contractors of Ireland (AECI).
In addition, Irish Building Services News
circulates to independent building services
contractors and key executives in industry,
Government, Semi-State and local authority
bodies.
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Aircare Demise ... Is The
Bubble About To Burst?
The simple an wer is no ... the bubble i not about the burst. A
we went to pre s the creditors meeting of ircare Ltd had yet to
take place 0 no definitive explanation were forthcomin as to
the underlying cause of the company's demise. Consequently,
BSNew5 will re erve judgement and comment.
Nonetheles , it is important to challange the "doom and
gloom" merchants view that the construction bubble is about
to burst. That is not the case.
What is known is that the air handling sector in particular ad
succumed totally to the lino margin" malai e which afflicts so
many other indu try sectors. Again t such a background it is
d:fficult for any company to urvive.
So, for what it' worth, B ew repeats once again, if you ar
not in the busine to make mone , then you should not be in
the bu iness at all.
Providing quality products along with profe ional support
facilitie and service requires that ou mu t m e a sensible
profit margin.
You are letting both your elf - and our client
do anything le s.
NEXT MONTH

BSNews Looking South
Next month BSNew5 will begin a regular column from the Cork
Plumbing & Heating ontractors As ociation (CPHCA), which is
a constituent as ociation of the CIF.
Anyone intere ted in applying for CPH A membership, or
further information on the Association, should contact Tom
O'Brien, Secretary, at Tel: 021 - 507 161.
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THE

NEW

SHAPE

IN

STEAM

TRAPS

Besto ell's De ta E ement
estobell's delta element is a
triangular-shaped bimetal
strip of austenitic and
ferritic stainless steels. The
materials are rolled together, heat
treated to eliminate stresses, and
then shaped into the delta
pattern.
The single blade design provides
faster response than found with
typical stacked arrangements due
to the large surface mass ratio.
The stem is situated at a point
that allows the expansion of the
bimetal to exert a linear pull on
the stem to prevent uneven wear
on the sealing surfaces.
Bestobell traps are unique in
that they employ a hybrid design
that utilises both thermostatic and
thermodynamic principles to
achieve a continuous modulating
discharge of condensate as it
forms, and eliminate live steam
loss.
The combination of a
temperature-sensitive closing force
(thermostatic element) and a
pressure-sensitive opening force
(thermodynamic valve) overcomes
the sluggish and susceptibility to
service failure that can be
encountered with traditional
bimetallic designs. The valve
design utilises the thermodynamic
pressure forces of the flashing
steam to provide quick response
and a wide operating range
closely approximating the steam
curve.

B

Integral Strainers El Check
Valves
Bestobell saves on the added
expense of buying and installing
separate strainers and check valves
to complete the steam trap
station. Most models include a
built-in strainer to protect the trap
internals from dirt or foreign
matter in the steam system.
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PROCESS

Inside the Bestobell
Steam Trap

DRIP LEG

The stem acts as an integral
check valve to prevent backward
flow of condensate should system
back pressure (up to 70% of inlet)
exceed the inlet pressure to the
trap.
Benefits of the Delta Design
-, Long Service Life - single blade
element is not prone to problems
with dirt build-up as encountered
in stacked bimetallic designs.

J Stainless Steel Internals - for
long life and corrosion resistance.
, Modulating Discharge automatically adjusts to operating
pressure and load, overcoming
problems associated with cyclic
discharge.

o Fast Start-Up -

due to high cold
discharge capacities.
PAGE 2
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, Continuous Air and CO 2
Venting - maximises heat transfer,
minimises plant corrosion.
, No Loss of Live Steam - for
greater energy efficiency and long
seat life. Warranted up to three
years against the loss of live steam
in operation.
Following the steam curve is the
key to efficient steam trap
performance. Utilising dual
thermostatic/thermodynamic
forces allows Bestobell delta traps
to match the steam curve. This
means that the energy in the
steam is efficiently used by the
process, and not wasted in the
operation of the steam trap.
Initial System Start-Up
On initial start-up of the steam
system, large amounts of cold
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Thermostatic Forces for
Tight Shutoff
As the element senses an increase
in the condensate temperature,
the bimetal expands and raises
the stem to modulate flow. Just
below the temperature of
saturated steam, the seat will
close tightly to prevent live steam
from discharging.
Conversely, lower temperature
condensate relaxes the bimetal,
allowing the valve to open. With
this valve opening, the system
differential pressure acts on the
diameter of the plug, which
increases the force of the opening
to allow faster and heavier
condensate discharge capacity.
Thermodynamic Forces
As higher pressure condensate is
discharged to a lower pressure
variable (either atmospheric or a
pressurised condensate return
system), thermodynamic forces
develop. These forces are
introduced via a three stage

STEAM

TRAPS

Valve shuts tightly In presence of live
steam

"'"

I

~~

B•• to~1I operating ourve

/'"

_IUM

orifice that contains an expansion
chamber that is formed between
the seat and skirt of the valve
stem. The controlled pressure
drop through the second stage of
the expansion chamber, and the
resulting intermediate pressure,
creates an opening force that
increases hot discharge capacity. It
also results in only a small
percentage of the total pressure
drop occurring at the valve seat,
which significantly reduces wear.
Controlling Flash Steam
Provides Higher Discharge
Capacities
As the temperature of the
condensate increases, the element
assembly acts to modulate the
flow. As hot condensate is
discharged, a portion of it flashes
back to steam, and attempts to
occupy a space much larger than
it would as condensate.
The controlled generation of
flash steam within the expansion
chamber enhances the pressure
PAGE
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Valve modulates and begins to close with
Increase In condensate temperature

Initall system start-up. Valve wide open
for cold condensate flow

condensate and air are
present in the system. At
this point, the bimetallic
strip of the delta element
relaxes and fully opens the
valve assembly to quickly
expel the high volume of
noncondensible gases and
cold condensate through
the discharge port.
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forces acting on the diameter
of the plug to increase hot
discharge capacity.
No Live Steam Loss
As the temperature of the
condensate nears the steam
curve, the delta element
expands to the point where
flashing occurs in the upper
portion of the discharge orifice.
This momentarily chokes the flow
and results in an instantaneous
drop off of pressure acting on the
plug, causing the plug to be
pulled tightly against the seat.
Under extremely low loads, the
trap will remain closed until the
pressure opening force of the
condensate overcomes the
temperature closing force of the
bimetal. A small seal of
condensate is always maintained
over the valve orifice to prevent
the loss of live steam, because live
steam cannot pass through water.
Under normal operating
conditions, the trap modulates to
follow process conditions and
discharge condensate as it is
formed. This provides smoother ..,
operation than with cycle
discharge traps, thus reducing
unnecessary stresses and
contributing to long service life.
Contact: Bob Gilbert,
Manotherm. Tel: 01 - 452 2355.•
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LIEBERT

One Name

•••

PROFILE

Many Solutions

L

iebert Corporation is the world's
largest supplier of critical system
support equipment in the field
of environmental control and power
protection. Indeed, the company's
growth reflects an exact mirror-image
of the development of the computer
industry worldwide, especially from
1965 onwards. It was in that year that
Ralph Liebert first introduced a
precision air conditioning system
dedicated to protecting mainframe
computers.
Over the last 30 years the product
range and scope of applications has
been greatly expanded and now
includes precision air conditioning, in
addition to power protection systems
for data centres and
telecommunications sites, site
monitoring and access control
systems, and network power
protection systems for unprotected
servers and network nodes.
Liebert became part of the massive
Emerson Electric Company in 1987.
With an annual turnover of $12
billion, Emerson comprises an array of
global businesses, all of whom are
expected to be the leader in their

Val Sexton conducting the final wiring on
a customised unit prior to despatch to the
customer
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respective market sectors. Liebert has
achieved this by way of best product
technology and innovative, customerdriven, support services.
Worldwide Liebert has 15
manufacturing operations, one of
which is located in Cork since the
early 1980s. Over the years the
company has experienced a somewhat
chequered history, its fortunes
dipping and rising in tandem with
marketplace changes. These problems
were exacerbated by poor industrial
relations, culminating in a strike in
1990 which was especially damaging.
Thereafter the situation limped along
until late 1995 when matters reached
a critical point.
It was then that both management
and workers bit the bullet, thrashed
out an agreement devised- to secure
the future, and got on with it. That
their combined efforts have been
successful is an understatement. In
the three years since, sales have risen
by something like 75%, increased
productiVity and flexible work
practices guaranteeing a muchimproved performance overall,
especially in respect of lead times and
PAGE
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Jack McCarthy operating the computer,
numerically-controlled, 32-station, multihead punch press. It runs 24 hours a day,
on a 3-shift basis

liam O'Shea, Test Manager (standing),
running through the computerised test
procedures with John Smithers

product quality.
Research and development has been
critical to these achievements. Liebert
Cork has devised unique solutions for
all manner of industrial, commercial
and telecommunications applications
which have been taken up worldwide,
in addition to Ireland.
It is a market-driven process,
beginning with Liebert personnel
listening to customer problems and
identifying means and processes by
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PROFilE

Total Quality
Concepts
Customer focus
Management leadership

o
o
o

Business system is
quality system
Process improvement
Involves all associates
Performance measures
Partnership development
Public responsibility
Continuous improvement

Production line showing work in progress
on units developed specifically for a large
client in the telecommunictions sector

which the R&D team, led by Manager
Mike Leech, can address the e
problems and meet the desired
requirements.
Hand in hand with this process is
the ongoing investment in new
machinery and equipment. Just on
£600,000 has already been earmarked
for this purpose in the current year,
while further monies and resources
will be spent on educating the
workforce and ensuring that they are
up to speed with the technology and
capability of the equipment as it
comes on stream.
This entire process is governed by a
quality ethos which permeates all

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1998

Eric O'Connell conducting a leak test

Ambrose Dowling at the charging and

leak test station
departments and functions within
Liebert. As an ISO 9001 company
Liebert Cork Managing Director
these systems and procedures are
Brendan Costelloe is equally
enthusiastic about the fuutre.
diligently policed and enforced, the
ideals and objectives being clearly
"Despite our problems in the past", he
says, "we have emerged as a much
stated in the company's Total Quality
Concepts ideal (see panel).
stronger force in the marketplace. This
Completing the picture is the
is due in no small measure to the
appointment of like-minded sales
dedicated commitment of the entire
agents and distributors who are
workforce - management, staff and
strategically located to cover the
shopfloor operatives - who have
world markets Liebert ells into. Core
cooperated and worked closely
Air Conditioning Ltd is the Irish sales
together to implement our strategic
and marketing representative and it
plan.
has enjoyed considerable success with
"Now that we know what we're
the brand since its appointment just
really capable of, I'm confident that
over 12 months ago.
the best is yet to come!".
"Liebert has alway had
an outstanding reputation
but, with the improved
situation of recent years, I
have found it considerably
easier to develop new
market opportunities.
From my point of view
the combined Core and
Liebert strengths are the
perfect marriage. I now
confidently tender for
projects knowing that,
together, we can deliver a
cost-effective solution in
an efficient, professional, Pat Harrington, liebert Quality Assurance Manager with
Roger Williamson, Product Manager, Environmental & Site
manner", says Core's
Managing Director, Austin Products; Austin McDermott, Managing Director, Core Air
Conditioning; and Brendan Costelloe, Managing Director,
McDermott
liebert
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ADVERTISEMENT

FEATURE

Competitive, Competent
& Profitable

W

hile the building services
industry is undoubtedly
enjoying its fair share of
the current £7 billion construction
boom, there is no escaping the fact
that the emphasis on price-led sales
and marketing strategies is eroding
the profit opportunities this boom
represents. However, one company
- the Galway-based Corrib Group
- refuses to be drawn into the
downward-led price spiral. When
tendering for work, principal Tony
Walsh has a simple, fundamental
philosophy, the governing
requirements being that the project
is "competitive, competent and
profitable".
More than anything else the Corrib
Group represents quality, tailormade solutions to clients'
requirements, be it in refrigeration
or air conditioning. Quite
intentionally, Tony has kept the

business lean, preferring to
concentrate on providing a
comprehensive service to a limited
number of clients. For the most part
new business comes from referrals,
as a direct consequence of projects
already undertaken and completed.
Corrib is renowned for its flexibility
and willingness to devise specific
solutions to meet individual
situations. In this respect its refusal
to be tied to anyone brand of
equipment is crucial. "It's not that I
don't have a preference for dealing
with one particular supplier or
another", says Tony, "but rather that
each situation requires the most
appropriate solution. Over the years
we have installed everything from
Panasonlc through to Toshiba,
Carrier, Polar Air, Mitsubishi
Electric, and Liebert".
Nonetheless, Tony's preference at
present when it comes to situations
requiring split-type installations is
Panasonic. "The scope and extent of
the range is most comprehensive",
says Tony, "and that, coupled with
the capacity and physical
dimensions of the units, plus the
support facilities provided by
Walkair, make it ideal for all manner
of applications".
The business of the Corrib Group is
spread across industrial, commercial,
retail and specialist niche market
segments such as pharmaceutical

and computer rooms, clean rooms
and supermarket cold rooms.
Additionally, Corrib is now emerging
as a leading authority on clean room
validation (see panel right).
In the space of 13 years from when
Tony first set up the business, Corrib
Group has grown to incorporate two
separate limited companies Corrib Refrigeration &: Building
Services Ltd and Corrib Air
Conditioning Ltd.
"At Corrib we will continue to
concentrate on the core
fundamentals", says Tony. "Specifiers
and end-users can rest assured that,
when dealing with Corrib, allembracing solutions will be devised
and installed to meet their
requirements in a manner which will
prove competitive, competent and
profitable for all the parties
concerned."

Market Segments Served

o

Computer &: pharmaceutical
clean rooms

o

Commercial applications
Industrial applications
Supermarket refrigeration
systems
Supermarket cold rooms

o
o

Beer cooling systems
Ice-cream display cabinets

'1ilIIDA Technology Park
This project Is the largest office development In the new IDA Technology Park In
Galway. It was an unusual and difficult situation as the decision to install air
conditioning was not taken until the scheme was at quite an advanced stage. After
careful consideration Corrlb Group devised a tailor-made package Incorporating 32
Panasonic units, chosen because of the ease of Installation they afforded and the
high output capacity relative to their small size. Quality control requirements were
extremely demanding on the project and Corrlb devised a number of novel solutions
to meet specific needs. A typical example was the use of cable trays to ensure that
all plpework was concealed and protected (see photograph with Tony Walsh, left).
Such was the success of this aspect of the project that the client then asked Corrlb
to look after the computer room for which lIebert units were chosen.
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Manufacturing Solutions

Clients Served

o

Financial Institutions
Computer companies
Pharmaceutical companies
Ireland's leading ice-cream
supplier

Pictured above are some of the Toshlba roof-top units installed by Corrlb
at the premises of Ireland's leading manufacturer of refrigeration
equipment. Over a period of time Corrlb has continuously serviced,
maintained and managed this company's air conditioning requirements
and to date has installed 40 Toshiba units of varying size and type. In fact,
Corrlb reckons that the entire spectrum of the Toshiba range - from
console right through to ducted units - is now installed on this project.

Major supermarkets
Ireland's leading brewer
Educational Institutions
Pubs, clubs, discos
Retail outlets

Clean Room Validation
Clean room validation and related
professional accreditation services
is a very specialist niche market.
In recent years the Corrib Group
has emerged as the leading
validation expert in this respect as
a direct result of its involvement
in the design, supply and
installation of clean room
projects. Validation is provided to
all the relevant BS and Federal
Standards.

Supermarket Solutions

Interestingly, Corrib is applying
the same exacting validation
principles to other market
segments such as restaurants,
commercial office environments,
public houses, etc, where
meeting Health and Safety
Regulations is a requirement.

The above Is a typical eorrib supermarket Installation. For this Galway
Spar project Corrlb devised and Installed the general air conditioning,
cold room refrigeration, the dalrywall, and the serve-over counter.
Only new refrigerants were used to ensure that all eFes, along with
R22, were totally excluded.

Corrib Group, 10 Doughiska Industrial Estate, Merlin Park, Galway.
Tel: 091 - 755594; Fax: 091 - 752339
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1998
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PRODUCT

P U MPS

AND

REVIEW

CIRCULATORS

Myson Pumps
Altogether The
Best Choice
The Myson Compact range
of advanced canned rotor
domestic heating pumps
offers the answer to any
domestic heating
circulatory problem with its
range of market-leading
circulators.
With a choice of duties
up to 4m/h and at heads of
up to 6 metres, the Myson
Compact range
complements the most
demanding domestic
heating systems.
With a lighter, smaller
pump, the Myson Compact
range is easier to install.
Larger terminals with
clearly-marked captive
screws make connection
quicker and simpler.
The range also offers the
option to reposition or

replace the motor head
altogether, without
removing the pump from
the system. This is ideal for
the tricky replacement.
The safe and sure manual
re-start knob frees the
pump if it becomes stuck
due to system debris. More
controlled force can be
exerted than with any form
of electric re-start. The same
control also provides a fast
and safe means of venting
the pump manually.
The Myson Compact
range has also been
designed to vent
automatically on initial
start-up.
Whatever the system,
there's a Myson Compact
pump to suit. Single-speed
for simplicity, or with

Potterton Myson's pump range is extensive and caters for all
manner of applications
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The Myson Compact range from Potterton Myson (lrl)

three-speed electronic
control for greater
fl exi bil i ty.
There's also a choice of
fittings. With a flange of
choice or union options,
the Myson Compact range
is the ideal replacement to
put new life into
established systems.
To overcome troublesome
system debris the motors
used in the Myson
Compact range have been
totally redesigned to deliver
reliable, responsive power
with enhanced torque
characteristics across the
whole speed range. To
counter initial start-up
problems, the start-up
torque on the lower speeds
of the range is nearly twice
that of competing products
in the same class.
Every Myson Compact
pump comes with an
extended warranty as an
added reassurance of
quality. All Myson Compact
pumps are guaranteed for
30 months from date of
manufacture, a full year
over the market norm.
The coming year will see
still more enhanced
FEBRUARY

Compact models coming to
the market.
Manufacture is to a
quality system approved by
British Standards to BS EN
ISO 9002 and Myson
Compact pumps are
Kitemark-approved to
BS1394.
This range complements
the well-established lines in
Myson's extensive portfolio
which includes the SE range
of cast-iron light
commercial drculators.
This range will be
extended further in the
coming months when a
new commercial pump will
be unveiled.
With a specialist team of
field and in-house technical
engineers to take customer
queries, Potterton Myson
can prOVide expert advice
on specification and
installation.
Full after-sales service and
spares are also available and
these are complemented by
the company's unique
training facility which is
located at its headquarters
on the Belgard Road.
Contact: Fiona O'Neill,
Potterton Myson (Irl).
TeI: 01 - 459 0870.
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HEATING

(Ireland) ADivision of Powrmatic
11 Ltd
45 BroomhiU Close, Tallagbt, Dublin 24.
Tel: 01 • 452 1533/452 1635; Fax: 01 • 452 1764
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SMEDEG~RD
industrial heating pump , both glandle
OF DENMARK

Smedegaard manufactures an exten ive range of dome tic, commercial and
and glanded, together with chilled
water pump , bronze pump , manifold, ump pumps, pressurisation
equipment, cold water boo ter ets and a full range of manual and automatic
control to meet virtually every requirement of the H & V indu try.

EV-4- P
•
•
•
•
•

d cIrculators with unions

11

Clearly v,sibl and robust 'I-speed regulator
No complex electronics
Replaces most models
Heatlng/chilled -15 C to + 120 'C
H.W.S. bronze and iron pumps

11
It

,
•
•
1

S
4
)

1
I

+.......=::;:....,.::::::;.....,..............-......-.-....,..J

1

)

1

•

4

,

10

Rowrne (m'Ih.)

EV.4-speed circulators with flanges

11

• Same pump suitable from
-15 C to +120 'C
• No complex electronics
".
• Easier eleccncal wiring
• Clearly visible and robust "·sp d regulator
• Improved beanng lubrlcatlon system
• H.W5. bronze and Iron pumps
• Single-case Twin pumps
u~.,....,,........,.....,....,..,..

......,.:::::;::;...............,...,...............-I

I

IN

It

Rowme (m'/h.)

IsoBar"" circulator range with
Integral regulation
• Complete range of electronic performance
controlled circulators (25-80 mm)
• Conforms with international en rgysaving
regulations
• AdJustable pressure control with pressure
loss compensation (PLC)
• Regulates automatically without external
sensors
• Electronic overload protection
incorporated
• More than one pump can be operated and
controlled with optional master module

20
IJ
I1

l
."
11

I

J: )
I,t
1

I,'

I

.

\
"

.. ..

Flown.. (mJIh.)

Tin-line glanded pumps
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High efficiency
Standard mechanical seal
Quiet running motor
Stainless steel shaft A,si 316
TemperatUre ·15 C to + 130C
Single-case twin pumps
Available in bronze

It

Aownte (m'/h.)

IsoTherm"" the pump of the future
• Danish patent No. OK 16900 I B I".
• Unique design allows heat loss from motor
to be transferred Into pump d liquid
• Pump Insulation jacket supplied as standard
• Noise levels very low as the motor fan is no
longer required for cooling
• Extremely efficient design
• High energysavings
• Additional energysavlngs with Smedegaard
fr quency controls
• Suitable for heating and Industrial
applications

6O'F=======:::::-i

I,'
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Smed gaard pumps have a reputation for long life and
quiet operation, which enable u to be pecified by
con ultants and engineer for many pre tigiou project
uch a The Grand Louvre in Pari , The King' Palace in
Morocco and Carl berg Brewerie in Copenhagen.

Details from

H EATEQU I P
Heatequip Ltd, Eurohaul Centre, Greenhills Road,
Tallaght, Dublin 24.
Tel: 01 - 451 9711; Fax: 01 - 451 9064.

Dani h De ign and Quality

NM End suction Monobloc pumps

N

.

le

1_.,..,..

~

..., 10

End suction Baseplate pumps

• ConformIng to ISO 28S8IDIN 24255
• Cast Iron or bronze fitted
• Temperature -15 C to + 130°C
• 2... and 6-pole motors
Mechanical seal or packed gland

seP--"'_.1

•

~u
10

.L..o.
1 4

~....,.~~_

10

10 JO

SO

100

.......,.......,......,.I
100

_

600

Flowralt (m'/h.)

Controls
Smedegaard's awareness of the market's
requirements for automatic controls has
resulted in a comprehensive range being
available. They cover both glandless and
g1anded pumps and vary from starters. night
setback controls and automatic changeover
panels to frequency Inverters up to 55 kW.

Rowr",. (m'th.)

Sump pumps
This range of pumps is designed for draining
cellars, excavations and swimming pools.
Pumps are available with single or three phase
motors.

11

"

10

14

U

Flow,..", (m'th.)

HIL Multlstage pumps
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stainless steellmpellers/diffusers
HIL cast iror
HIL S stainless steel 316
Temperature -15 C to +130"C
Boiler feed
Booster sets

Pressurisation equipment
Smedegaard manufacture a complete range of
booster and pressurisation equipment. Models
vary from Single pump sets to multiple pump
sets with either mechanical or electronic control. Fire Hose Reel sets also available. All sets
can be made suitable for use with Building Management Systems.
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Wilo ... The Next Generation
Almost a decade has passed
since the first
electronically-controlled
glandless circulators were
introduced to Europe by
Wilo. Since then much
progress has been made
with twin-pump versions,
and also larger in-line
glanded (mechanical seal
series) type IPE, reaching
mass flow rates up to 100
m3/hr.
But for the building
services applications of
today a totally new
generation of the highlysuccessful TOP-E and TOPEO ranges have been
developed to include the
"fuzzy logic" principle of
operation, making it
practical to reduce energy
consumption by a further
25% above the 50%
experienced over the
average heating season to
date.
Some of the features of
the new Wilo range are as
follows:WUo-Top-E PumpsThis is the world's first
electronically-controlled
circulating pump with
standard integrated display
screen and manual control
panel (single-button
operation). It is equipped
as standard with the

50% with related cost
savings and reduced CO 2
emissions; and suppression
of noise from thermostatic
radiator valves.
The Wilo-TOP-E series
covers the entire
performance range, from
I" to ON 100 and is
suitable to handle hot
water up to 100°C.
Manual operating
panel - The manual
operating panel serves for
setting parameters for the
basic functions of WiloTOP-E/-EO pumps:- on/off control;
- control model Op-c,
Op-v; Op-T, Remote);
- differential pressure
setpoint;
- automatic setback to
Min. speed;
- twin pump control
(main/standby or parallel
operation)
All operating parameters,
as well as a wide range of
fault and alarm signals
(fault signals lead to the
immediate stop) are
indicated at the standard
display screen at the pump.
Infinitely-variable
differential pressure control
to the pre-set setpoint
value is assured, while there
is a combined operating
and display panel directly

auto
H

Y.Sm
on

IWILDI
Manual operetlnll p8MI: Display se...n and Op8r11linll di8l/button

unique patented set-back
control using the most upto-date technology.
The automatic,
infinitely-variable
differential pressure control
offers: power savings up to

at the terminal box to:
- selection of different
control modes;
- setpoint adjustments in
m (the lower set point at
1m);
- indication of the actual

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol37/iss2/1
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operating condition on a
graphical display;
- logging of fault and
alarm signals.
Infrared Monitoring
- Wilo-TOP-E-/-EO are
equipped with a powerful
IR interface for wireless
remote control and remote
diagnosis. All basic
functions of the TOP-E-/EO

module can be optionally
refitted to the standard
terminal box of Wilo-TOPE/-EO pumps. The IF
module provides numerous
operating data. Such data
can be transmitted by
means of 2-lead wiring
from the serial interface of
the "IF module" to up-todate building management
systems via the PLR Pump
Control Processor or
Interface Converter.

Wilo TOP-EO

pumps can be simply
adjusted at the pumpmounted manual operating
panel (single button
controller).
With the Wilo IR
operating and service
monitor, numerous
additional functions and
information can be made
available. The main
operating function of the
IR monitor corresponds to
the operating procedure at
the pump is, however,
complemented by
important additional
functions which by far
exceed the potentials at the
pump.
The speed of Wilo-TOPE/-EO pumps of motor
ratings 350W and above
can, in the manual
operating mode, be
remotely controlled by a
command impulse between
o and lOV. In the operating
mode the electronic
module control is
deactivated.
"IF module" Serial
Interface - The Wilo-IF

FEBRUARY

1998

Automatic Setback
Operation - The patented
setback feature further
optirnises the power input
requirements of the pump
during periods of low-load
demand. During times
when the full pump
capacity is not required (eg
low flow temperatures in
outdoor compensated
modulating flow
temperature), the pump
running speed is run down
to a much-reduced fixed
speed. This operating mode
offers further savings up to
25% compared to earHer
regulated pumps.
These extensive
modifications to the Wilo
Electronic range will add
further to the flexibility of
the pump series for
integration with the system
requirements of today, and
set the trend for the pump
types of the new
millennium in the building
services industry.
Contact: Tony Cusack/
Oerek Elton,
Wilo Engineering.
Tel: 061 - 410963.

14
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A Dedicated Speed Drive
for Pumps &Fans

Features Include:

o
o
o
o
o

o
o

A dedicated design for HV-AC applications
from 1.1 Kw to 200Kw
No Motor Derating
Automatic Energy Optimisation function
built-in
Ten "Quick Set-Up" parameters covers 90%
of applications
Integrated PID controller as standard
Motor cables up to 300m lengths
CE marked to Low Voltage and EMC
Directives

AND

Grundfos
AII-In-One E
Pumps - the
'Intelligent'
Move
Grundfos has developed a
series of pumps which
adapt output to variations
in load requirements. By
adapting output and
thereby electricity
consumption, the pumps
live up to the order of the
day by promoting energy
conservation.
Called Epumps, this
new series from Grundfos
combines state-of-the-art
converter technology with
the well-known range of
multi-stage pumps used
for water supply, pressure
boosting systems and hot
or cold liqUid circulation.
The very flexible Epump
range consists of pumps in
which everything is
combined in one unit. An
Epump incorporates all
the components of a
regulated pump system pump, motor frequency
converter, regulator and
sensor.

REVIEW

CIRCULATORS

An Epump is just as
easy to instaU as a
standard pump. Once
connected to the mains, it
is ready for operation. All
internal connections and
settings are made by
Grundfos before dispatch
from the factory.
Sizing, selection and
ordering has been made
simpler as there is now
just one supplier of pump,
frequency converter and
sensor.
With the UPE Series
2000 circulator pumps
Grundfos led the way
with the integration of
pump, motor, frequency
converter and sensor into
one unit. The Epumps
represent the further
development of this
unique concept.
Unlike the UPE Series
2000, the Epumps are,
however, based on the
dryrunner principle. This
means that Epumps can
be used for many
applications other than
the circulation of water in
heating systems. An
obvious application for
Epumps is the circulation
of cooling water in

1

Enjoy a Real Drive Experience
- Insist on Danfoss VLT®

J.J.SAMPSON & SON LTD.
71 Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate, Dublin 10.
Tel: 01 - 6268111 Fax: 01 - 6269334.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol37/iss2/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7VX1N
eMail: sampson@indigo.ie

From the new Grundfos Epumps range
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TPE
SERIES 2000
The intelligent move
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cooling or
airconditioning
systems.
In many cases,
Epumps offer the
ideal solution for
water circulation and
pressure boosting.
One or more pumps
connected in parallel
will proVide
consumers with
reliable water supplies
at a comfortable and
constant pressure.
The pumps also
feature an energysaving stop function
which ensures that
the pump stops
completely when
there is no demand
for water.
Epumps also lend
large heating systems are normally divided
themselves to various
into zones. The right choice for the main
applications in
pump will, in many cases, be a Grundfos TPE industrial processing
Series 2000 pump
plants, where there is

a need for variable pump
performance.
Water treatment plants
are obvious applications for
Epumps. The combination
of a stainless steel pump
and integrated regulation
allows for a compact
solution which fulfils the
requirements in terms of
materials while, at the
same time, living up to the
demand for a constant
supply pressure and
energy-efficient operation.
Epumps spell substantial
energy savings. In
comparison with standard,
unregulated pumps,
Epumps reduce energy
consumption by up to
50%. An Epump is a sound
investment with a payback
period of only 12 years,
depending on the
application.
Epumps have a number
of built-in functions and

settings. This means that
the pump delivers
optimum performance in a
number of applications.
Thanks to the development
of the user interface of the
product, Epumps offer
extremely user-friendly
operation, for instance, via
the Grundfos R100 remote
control.
Furthermore, the pump
comes with a control panel
mounted on the pump
itself, while external
control signals can also be
connected. Like the UPE
Series 2000 pumps, the
Epumps are eqUipped with
an RS485 BUS terminal,
which means that the
pumps can be connected to
large control and
monitoring systems.
Contact: Gordon Barry,
Grundfos (Ireland).
Tel: 01 - 295 4926.

Why? Because with Yorkshire 'Irish Size' you have the
most tried and tested lead-free integral solder ring fittings
available on the market.
'Irish Size' is the specifically Irish version of the truly

lrish Size

original Yorkshire fitting, which was developed way back in
1934, almost 50 years ahead of our nearest competition!
With such a pedigree, little wonder it's the number one integral

IRISH METAL

INDUSTRIES

solder ring fitting in the world today.
Simplicity itself to install, and giving neat and utterly reliable
joints, every item in the Yorkshire 'Irish' range is covered by a
no-quibble, 25 year product guarantee.
For further information, please contact:
rish Metal Industries, Unit 25 Stillorgan Industrial Park, Blackrock, County Dublin.
elephone 01 295 2344/01 295 2137. Facsimile: 01 295 2163.

YORKSHIRE - THE TRULY ORIGINAL INTEGRAL SOLDER RING FITTING

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol37/iss2/1
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8SS (IRELAND)uD.

for all your pumping requirements
Circulators, Pumps, Boosters ...

L---_--------l

...

just add water!

White Heather Industrial Estate, 301 South Circular Road, Dublin 8. Tel: 01 - 454 1966; Fax: 01 - 454 1017
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Smedegaard
Appoints Heatequip
As we went to pres
Smedegaard of Denmark
and Heatequip Ltd had
just signed an agreement
whereby Heatequip is now

I

dome tic, commercial and
indu trial heating pump,
both glandless and
glanded, together with
chilled water pumps;

Smedegaard single-case twin pump from Heatequip

solely responsible for
distribution of the entire
Smedegaard range for the
Republic of Ireland.
The Smedegaard range is
extensive, catering for
every conceiveable
pumping requirement. The
company has been
designing and
manufacturing pump for
over 50 years and today's
extensive portfolio fully
reflect the experience and
technical know-how this
half-century of direct
involvement represents.
Quality is the underlying
theme throughout, from
conception of a new
design right through to the
finished product coming
off the production line.
Smedegaard has an
extensive range of

bronze pumps; manifold ;
ump pumps;
pressurisation equipment;
cold water booster sets;
and a full range of manual
and automatic controls to
meet Virtually every
requirement of the H&V
industry.
Brief details of the
domestic, light commercial
glandless and commercial
glandless ranges are as
follows:Smedegaard's domestic
pumps are designed to a
high technical standard.
The range offers total
flexibility with 3-speed
electrical regulation at the
flick of a switch.
The high-efficiency
obtained from the motor
means low power
consumption and the

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol37/iss2/1
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ad\'anced design of the can
and bearing lubrication
sy tern ensures reliable
pump life.
Although the design is
very advanced, there are
still some traditional wellproven engineering
features, such as the
heavy-duty carbon
bearings and stainless steel
shaft, giving quiet
operation and long life.
The Smedegaard Light
ommercial Glandless
range consists of five
single or twin-headed
models designed to cover
the majority of heating
requirements in the Light
Commercial sector.
The motors are wound
suitable for 3/4 speed
operation. This means that
3/4 positive H/Q curves are
available with one impeller
size from each pump
selected manually, or by
the optional automatic

controls which provide
greater flexibility in
performance.
The Smedegaard
Commercial pumps are a
further development of the
glandless pump range. The
4-speed pump range
incorporates one of the
most substantial and
reliable bearing
arrangements, eg large
balanced thrust bearing
and a lubrication system
which gives a continuous
flow of water through the
bearing, ensuring longer
life and quieter
maintenance-free running.
Details of the full range
- covering all applications
- are available from
Heatequip Ltd.
Contact: Alan Seary,
Heatequip.
Tel: 01 - 4519711.

Smedegaard single pump from Heatequip
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Holfeld Pumps: One-Source
Supply Capability for 50 Years
The Holfeld Pumps name
has been synonymous for
SO years with the building
H&V services industry, as
the leading fluid handling
specialists with one-source
supply capability. A
company owned and
managed from Ireland, the
HR Holfeld Group includes
the Engineering Division
which concentrates on
industrial boiler plant,
process control and
instrumentation, test
instruments, meters and
gas analysers; the
Hydraulics Division which
specialises as
concessionaires,
distributors and
representatives has an
extended portfolio of
pump products covering a
wide range of applications
and includes names from
leading pump
organisations in Europe
and America; and Holfeld
Pumps, assemblers, system
designers and service
contractors for advanced
pumping technology.
The company, with
offices in Stillorgan and
Lisburn, promotes the
Grundfos range of cold
water vertical multistage
and horizontal end-suction
pumps and commercial
circulators; the Hawker
range of level controllers
which are conductivity,
capacitance or transducer
operated; the Sondex range
of stainless steel plate heat
exchangers; Kolmeks range
of industrial circulators and
heating pumps; and Robot
submersible pumps and
sewage/drainage pump
systems.
Holfeld Pumps
exclusively manufacture
the Holpak bespoke range
of packaged pumpsets.

These pressure-booster
systems are designed,
manufactured and supplied
internationally to specific
customer pumping
requirements, covering
diverse applications. The
highly-respected Holpak
brand name has recently
been enhanced further for
building services
applications.
Holpak break tank
systems are designed in
accordance with Dublin
Corporation Water
Divisions policy and
guidelines for booster
pump applications within a
building or development.
System comprises:- The Holpak packaged
booster pumpset, sized
accordingly to site water
demand estimation;
- Break tank sized
according to booster pump
capacity;
_ Fully-insulated tanks to
Format 30 specification
available;
- Details of the entire
installation can be
provided prior to
construction of
pumphouse;
- Free site survey without
obligation.
Services include:- Expert installation of
break tank;
- Sterilisation of
complete system and issue
of certification to HS(g) 70
guidelines and BS6700;
- Commissioning of
booster set on site;
- Maintenance contract
for system.
Consulting engineers,
contractors and clients are
covered by Holfeld Pumps
through its Dublin and
Belfast operations where
sales, maintenance and
PAGE
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Holpak packaged pumpset manufactured exclusively by Holfeld
Pumps for hotel application with variable speed control
incorporating three duty, one duty assist and one stand by, end
suction pumps with 6" copper manifold

commissioning services are
available.
Technically-experienced
personnel incuding Adrian
Boehm, Damian Gernon,
Alison Kirwan and Will
Czerniak on sales, and loe
McGivern on service and
commissioning, have
extensive product and
application knowledge that
benefits the H&V industry.
Recent projects that have
been supplied, upgraded or
serviced by Holfeld Pumps

include rntel, IFSC, Civic
Offices, Tallaght Hospital,
many Dublin apartment
developments, Charlotte
Quay, Powerscourt
development, Stillorgan
Park Hotel, the McDonalds
chain, lohnstown Castle
Wexford, Showerings
Clonmel, ESB stations and
Knockranney House Hotel
Westport.
Contact: Holfeld Pumps.
Tel: 01 - 288 7361.

BSS Pressure Booster Pump
Pictured left is a
pressure
booster pump
from BSS. For
details on the
comprehensive
range of
domestic and
commercial
pumps from BSS
contact John
Brophy at lel:
01 ·4541966;
or Michael
Quinlan at lel:
021 - 321588
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IMI - Imperial Sizes Specially for Ireland
IMI Yorkshire Fittings Ltd continues to earn its reputation as one of Europe's leading
manufacturers of fittings for the plumbing and heating industry. Its reputation has been
built over the last 60 years on the highlysuccessful development of the integral solder
ring fitting. It can rightfully claim to be the
true original supplier of integral solder ring
fittings which are marketed under the Yorkshire
brand name, a name which is synonymous
with quality, reliability and service.
IMI Yorkshire Fittings has now extended its
comprehensive range of metric fittings to
include a full selection of patterns in imperial
sizes, specifically for the Irish market. This is a
measure of its long-term commitment to serve
the Irish plumbing and heating industry with
unrivalled quality products, backed up by
professional local sales support and an effident
on-time delivery service.
IMI Yorkshire Fittings has arguably the widest
range of fittings and valves available on the
market, being able to offer Kuterlite
compression, Endex endfeed and, more recently, Tectite push-fit fittings, in addition to
the world-famous Yorkshire integral solder ring range.
Contact: David Moore, IMI. Tel: 01 - 295 2344/2137.

PfP Firefly
To Extend
Portfolio
PfP Firefly has embarked on
a major expanSion phase
which entails greater
emphasis on core heatingrelated products and a
move away from general
plumbing. New product
lines such as upmarket
shower equipment and
radiator valves are being
added to the core radiator
range, which itself is being
extended to offer greater
versatility and flexibility.
It now includes a choice
of high-spec radiators with
excellent performance
outputs for domestic and
commerdal installations;
bathroom radiators; curved
towel radiators; vertical
radiators; electrical oil-filled

Indirect oil and gas fired warm air
heaters for heating of factories,
warehouses, garages, poultry
housing, car spraying cabinets,
drying tunnels, etc.
Fitted with high efficiency heat
exchangers with chrome steel
combustion chambers, and high
efficiency fan. The units are
thermally and acoustically
insulated, completely wired and
ready for use.

THERMO-AIR IRELAND
Athy Road, Carlow. Tel: 0503 - 31646; Fax: 0503 - 42174
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol37/iss2/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7VX1N
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Firefly curved radiator,
illustrating the versatility and
elegance of the range which
provides performance and
comfort in a functional design.

towel radiators; and dual
electrical/water towel
radiators.
The distribution strategy
for Firefly products
remains unchanged,
though it too will benefit
from enhanced support
services such as broader exstock availability and a
specially-devised sales and
marketing campaign which
will include national and
local advertising. The
frequency of regional
roadshows and joint,
localised, in-house
merchant product
presentations will also be
increased.

AND

PRODUCT

While looking for
increased volume, this will
not be achieved at the
expense of margin. Firefly
has always devised pridng
trategies to ensure a
sensible return for the
merchant and this
philosophy remains unchanged. Additional sales
will come from the quality
of the product range, the
added-value support
services provided, and the
broader scope of heatingrelated applications catered
for.
The new shower equipment and radiator valves
will come on stream over
the next two months while
the new additions to the
radiator range are already
filtering through.
Firefly radiators are
positioned as the "E-Type"
of the marketplace, highspecification features
coupled with aestheticallypleasing, modern designs
bringing a very strong
standing in the middle-toupmarket niche market
segment. The 5-year "noquibble" guarantee
cements this position.
Contact: Charles
Wheeler, PfP Firefly.
Tel: 021 - 961823.

lOP Apprentice Award
The Institute of Plumbing (ROI Branch) has
undertaken an apprentice award scheme. The
awards, which will be based on written
submissions by students of OIT and FAS training
schemes, will be presented at a ceremony to take
place in April at the Engineers Club, Clyde Road,
Dublin 4.
The support of a major corporate sponsor has
been secured for this event. More details in the
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Faral/Radshop' at HDL
Long as ociated with Faral Radiators and serving the Irish
heating industry since 1970, Heating Distributors Ltd has
now opened a dedicated
Faral Radshop at its
Trianco House
headquarters in Dublin's
Richmond Road.
A comprehensive
cross-section of the
Faral range is
presented, alongside
an extensive portfolio
of other
complementary
heating products,
taking in
everything from
boilers to patio heaters.
A further initiative is the production of a 38-page, fullcolour, glossy, Faral Radiator Catalogue. Copies are
available on request.
Contact: Sbay Klernan, HDL. Tel: 01 - 8375144.

Danfoss Programmable Thermostats
Danfoss Randall's two new, multi-featured programmable
thermostats - the TP75H and TP75HA - are capable of
directly switching electric heating loads up to 16 amp and
of introducing previously-unatlained standards of comfort
and energy efficiency to many electrically-heated homes
and offices. The TP75H has an integral temperature sensor
and the TP75HA a •
..
remote sensor.
Supplied as true
•
7-day controls,
they can be converted when
installed to
weekday/weekend
operation. Up to
six temperature/time changes can be programmed for each
day so that the home's heating level matches exactly
varying needs.
TP75H and TP75HA programmable thermostats can be set
to maintain pre-selected temperatures for a specified
number of days, and then to automatically resume their
regular programmes. This means they can be used either as
electronic thermostats, frost protection thermostats, or for
automatic heat suppression during holiday periods.
Contact: Jon Byrne, Brian Maguire, J J Sampson & Son
Ltd. Tel: 01 - 626 8111.

..

Photo shows an example of the Danfoss Randall TP75H, one of
two new, multi-featured programmable thermostats, which have
been introduced by JJ Sampson £,{ Son.

next issue.
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BSS Push the Boat Out in Cork
Su h i th confid nce of
B Ireland in its cu tomer
base in the. fumter region
- and it I \el of
commitment to them that the company has ju t
moved in to a massive
16,000 sq ft, purpo edesigned, office and
warehouse complex on a
prime location just off the
Airport Road in Cork.
Michael Quinlan, Area

Director, told B ews
recentl} that the mm' ha
already led to increa d
turnover and new
customers, the easy acce
and ample parking making
an enormous difference.
Long-standing cu tomers
are simply amazed at the
facilities on offer at the
new complex and the word
is quickly spreading among
those who previou ly

UK Consultancy Chooses
Dublin
A major UK building consultancy with plans to expand
its operations into the European Union's vast market has
chosen Dublin as the location for its first "Euro-Office".
Povall Flood & Wilson, with 14 offices and over 250
staff, is already one of the biggest building consultancies
in Britain, offering "one-stop shopping" for all the
professional skills needed in building, refurbishment,
maintaining and managing commercial properties.
Says Marcus Bradshaw, Managing Associate of the new
office: "We have had associates working in Ireland on
both sides of the Border for 15 years or more, so when it
came to opening our first European office, Dublin was
the ideal choice.
"People here are much more enthusiastic about Europe
than in the UK and have grasped with open arms the
opportunities it presents. We hope that some of that
enthusiasm and skill will help us reach our target of
wider European penetration".
"Also, Ireland is a very dynamic market in its own right
and we have a long term plan. First, we must recruit good
local people who can help us expand. We are here to
stay".
Right Marcus
Bradshaw,
Managing
Associate of
the new
Dublin office
of Povall,
Flood &
Wllson,
pictured
outside the
premises in
Fitzwilliam
Street.
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found gettmg to and from
the old premises a
d terrent to doing bu ine
with the company.
The industry at large is
familiar with the
comprehen ive BSS Ireland
product portfolio and
extensive stocks right
across the entire range are
now held in far greater
quantities at the new
premises. This is
particularly 0 with
tainles teel, Vulcathene
and API eamless carbon
teeI pipe which i now
tored in a speciallyde igned racking system to
allow for quick and ea y
turnaround.
lot that the BSS servi e
in ork is limited strictly to
product upply.
ustomi ed heat transfer
packages are produced in
conjunction with
con ultants for certain
clients, BS personnel
working off the draWing
provided by the con ultant.
Also, and quite apart
from the practicalities and
prof ionalism of the BS
Ireland ork operation, a
di tinct feature is the
manner in which this
overall pa kage i provided.
A ide from the buzz
words of trading
partner hip and
relation hips, doing
bu iness with BS in ork
is also about friend hips.
Th. is achieved on the
strength afforded by
personnel who have longstanding service records
with the company.
A typical example of the
ommitment of the entire
staff complement to the
company and its customers
was the efficiency with

FEBRUARY

1998

which the move to the new
premises was completed. To
avoid disruption the move
took place over the
Chri tmas period with
Christmas and tephen'
day being the only break.
In addition to Area
Director Michael Quinlan,
a total of 16 people run the
operation, including
Branch Manager Paddy
Byrne, Jim O'Keefe who
looks after the heating,
plumbing and merchant
sectors, and Sean Creedon
who is responsible for
industry.
ontact Michael
Quinlan, BSS Ireland Cork.
Tel: 021 - 321 588.

ED. Takes
Creda On
The Road
reda the leading domesti
appliance manufacturer
and EDI, its Irish
distributor, are currently
touring Ireland to exhibit
the exciting new heating
range called EWera.
The Republic of Ireland
is the Roadshow's
de tination for a 3-week
tour which started on 2
February at the Mount
Errigal Hotel, Letterkenny,
Co Donegal and is now
moving on to a further 11
venue.
The new range is the
result of a major
investment by Creda to relaunch its electric heating
portfolio and help to
revitalise the electric
heating market. Extensive
research has been carried
out to ensure that
specifiers, developers,
householders, tenants,
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Creda's NEWera storage heater
from EO!.

NEWS

architects and housing
managers prefer the new
tyllng.
As Des Bradley, Contract
Manager for EDI and Creda
comments: "The NEWera
style is the new look for the
millennium. The heaters
have sleeker, slimmer
profiles, softer contours and
a new decor-compatible
white colour finish".
Contact: Des Bradley,
£Or. Tel: 01 - 626 4366.

PROTE
Central Heating Protection
•
•
•
•
•

Corrosion Inhibitor
De-Scaler
Universal Cleanser
Leaksealant
Anti-freeze

CIBSE On Heritage
Buildings
Alex Foran was the principal speaker at the CIBSE
technical evening held in the Engineers Club last
month.
The subject was building ervices installation in
heritage buildings, and their con ervation, and Alex
gave a very enlightening and informative address on
the matter.

•

Suitable for systems
containing aluminium

•

Effective protection
against corrosion

•

Irish made by:

EXCEL
INDUSTRIES
Chairman Herbert Taylor with speaker Alex Foran and Greg
Traynor
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Manufacturers and Distributors of Building
Services Equipment
Coolmine Industrial Estate, ClonsiUa Road, Dublin 15.
Tel: (353) 01 820 7900; Fax: (353) 01 820 4797
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York Executive Shakes
Hands with Celtic Tiger
enior York executive Laura Wand, Director of
Marketin ,Applied y tern, was in Dublin recently to
experience fir t-hand the dynamic atmosphere of
Ireland's con truction indu try.
It wa the fir t time she visited the company's ultramodern Irish headquarter. he wa most impressed by
the quality of the premises, and e p ciaJJy the impressive
surroundings of the itywest Bu iness Campu .
During her trip she also
found time to visit a number
of the pre tigious projects and
site 10 ations which York are
involved in.
on tact: Pat Byrne, York
A R. Tel: 01 - 466 0177.
Left: Pat Byrne, General Sales
Manager, York ACR (Ireland) with
Laura Wand, Director of
Marketing, Applied Systems, York
International, and Tony Abbott,
Director of Sales & Marketing,
Europe & Africa

Gain Matchpoint with
Advantage Armstrong
Armstrong Insulation Product are offering their
di tributors and customer the chance to enjoy true
"Matchpoint" at the 1998 Wimbledon Tennis Lawn
hampionships with their new "Advantage Armstrong"
promotion.
On offer are two pair of ticket. The winners can look
forward to the ultimate in tennis on Wimbledon's Centre
ourt with the world' top players. Armstrong will al 0
proVide hospitality extending to everything from a
hampagne reception with
canapes, to an a la carte lunch
with fine wines and liquers.
"We appreciate our cu tom r
are looking for quality when
purchasing our brand ", stated
Keith Hayward, ales &
Marketing Manager for
Arm trong. "Wimbledon, a
one of the world's mo t prestige '''If'tIIl'+!'
sporting events, will I am sure
appeal to that same cu tomer".
From 1 March to 16 May 1998, customers have the
chance to be the lucky winner of this fabulous prize.
ontact: Alan Beattie, Newbridge Agencies.
Tel: 045 - 432150.
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Qualceram
to Open
Dublin
Depot
Qualceram plc, Ireland'
sole manufacturer of
bathroom SUites, is to open
a depot in Dublin
comprising showrooms,
office space, warehouse and
distribution facilities,
totalling some 15,000 sq ft.
The building - which wa
purpose-built - is currently
in the final phase of fitting
out and should become
operational over the next
few months.
ituated in Merrywell
Business Park in
Ballymount, the premi es
are designed as a showcase
of the company's wide
range of sanitaryware
products for trade
merchants, architects and
builder, and will ervice
customers in the Dublin
area, as well as the
surrounding countie of

Mostra
Convegno
Expocomfort
The 31st Mostra Convegno
Expocomfort, the leading
international biennial
exhibition covering heating,
air conditioning,
refrigeration, plumbing,
sanitary instaJJations, and
bathroom fittings will return
to Fiera Milano from 2S to
29 March 1998. The econd
ervitis, the exhibition for
ervices in the HVA and
sanitary installations ectors,
will be held at the same
time.
According to the late t
projections, Mostra
Convegno Expocomfort will
occupy over 115,000 q m of
exhibition space to
accommodate the ],570

Kildare, Louth and
Wicklow.
Qualceram's Managing
Director, John O'Loughlin
said: "We are pleased with
our performance in 1997
and have delivered on all
that we said we would do.
This latest move will enable
us to increase our market
share in the Greater Dublin
Area. The new distribution
centre in Dublin will
enhance our service to
trade customers and should
significantly increase our
turnover in Ireland".
A further development in
the expansion of
Qualceram has been the
appointment of David
words to the Board of
Director as Commercial
Director. His po ition as
ompany Secretary wa
taken over by Aidan Clince,
a chartered accountant,
who has been with the
Group since] 995.
ontact: Aidan lince,
Qualceram plc.
Tel: 0402 - 31288.
direct companies who will be
exhibiting. As u ual, Mostra
onvegno Expocomfort is
divided into five areas
corresponding to the five
product sector . The e will be
housed in adjacent haJls 0
as to allow visitors to focus
on pecific area without
wa ling time. The airconditioning, refrigeration
and ventilation sector will
occupy the two new hall
opened last September. Over
31,000 sq m will be occupied
by the sector of plumbing
and sanitary installation,
and bathroom fittings;
14,700 sq m will be
dedicated to the pumps,
valves, pipe fittings and
heating accessories sector;
while implements and tool
will occupy 2,750 q m in a
single haI!.
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Thermo Air Indirect-Fired
Warm Air Heaters
Thermo Air's indirect-fired,
high efficiency gas- and oil
fired warm air heaters
incorporate a stainle s steel
combustion chamber and
high.efficiency fan to
en ure a long life and very
low energy consumption.
The stainless steel

Thermo Air indirect fired
warm air heater

combustion chamber, with
its multiple smoke box,
means a maximum heat
transfer and minimum fuel

consumption. The outlet
plenum box ha optional
2-, 3- or 4-way discharge
through double deflection
grilles. The erection of an
angle teel frame gives
maximum stability.
Thermo Airs indirect oil
and gas fired warm air
heaters are suitable for
heating factories,
warehouses, garages,
poultry housing, car
spraying cabinets, drying
funnels, etc. They are
thermally and acousticall
insulated and are supplied
completely wired and ready
for use.
All upplementary parts
like filter boxes, mixing
boxes with dampers, etc are
available while the V-belt
drive, air volume and
pre ure loss can be varied
to suit specific
reqUirements.
Contact: Jack Dempsey,
Thermo Air.
Tel: 0503 - 31646.

Protex ... Irish-Made

5limpack is an all- new ultra
slim range of in-line centrifugal

Fitting is made simple with the

fans designed to out-perform any

peg and slot bracket and an

similar fan

on

the

.-_

market.

Designed and developed with

Central Heating Protection

university honed skills,

The Protex range of central heating protectors was
conceived, developed - and is now manufactured - b
Dublin-based Excel Industrie ' own, in-house, R&D
laboratory.
It i a chemically-formulated product for use in wet
central heating systems, all products in the range also
being suitable for systems containing aluminium.
There are five different products in the Protex range,
including a corrosion inhibitor; a de- caler; universal
clean er; leak sealant; and anti-freeze.
Extensive field trials were conducted to assess and
verify the products capabilities, and all performed
exceptionally well.
Additionally, attractive packaging was devised as the
products are, in the main, a "shelf" item.
ontact: Gearoid Byrne, Excel Industries.
Tel: 01 - 820 7900.

5limpack employs the
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acoustic pad keeps operation very
quiet

indeed.

........

in

modelling

Available

single

and

twin

fan versions, a special

latest in computer

feature is the inter-

technology

and,

changeable spigot plate

powered by the speed controllable

which allows retro changeover on

energy efficient external rotor

site. 5limpack from Roof Units -

motor, scores a first in 'eco flow

What more could

design'. The backward curved

you ask for?

.....-

~

~.,

~

impeller is inclined at an exact
angle to maximise airflow and

ROOF UNITS
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Installer Tips
In the first of an occasional series called Installer nps A10n Beottle of
Armstrong Insulation Produds gives a step-by-step guide to show how
Insulation should be carefully fitted. He also outlines the most common
mistakes, their consequences, and how to avoid them.

Elastomeric Nitrile
Rubber

The above illustration shows the most
common mistakes and the effects of
badly-fitted elastomeric insulation.
Tape alone is not a vapour barrier
(whether electrical, canvas or PVC)
and, as can be seen in the picture,
causes a "sausaging effect" which (a)
reduces the wall thickness where the
tape is placed, causing condensation
and ice formation on these areas and
(b) the un-seamed areas will fill with
condensation causing spillage onto the
area below which could cause
corrosion problems.
Obviously, by installing in this way
the overall performance of the product
could be greatly reduced.
Step by Step Procedure to Insulating
around a Stock Cock Valve
Valves can be insulated by using offcuts of material which will form more

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol37/iss2/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7VX1N

effective and tidy installation and cut
out the cost of haVing to purchase
unnecessary and expensive specific
fittings.

All exposed ends and joints must be
glued/sealed with a suitable adhesive,
eg Armaflex 520, under compression.
When dry, this is the only truly
effective vapour barrier for joints
which will maintain all the benefits of
the insulation material.

To insulate around a stop cock
valve, use an off cut of the material
and place around the valve, glue both
edges of the seam and join under
compression.
PAGE
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Wrap oversize material around the
pipe and glue the edges together under
compression at the rear.
The exposed edges of the material,
top and bottom, should be coated
with adhesive, together with the
surface of the insulated branch. When
adhesive is tack-dry, the material
should be formed to adhere to itself.
To complete a vapour seal, the "wet
seal" method of application should be
used as per the Armstrong Installation
Manual.

Polyethelene
Insulation
Again, tape should not be used to
close the seams. This could reduce the
effectiveness of the product. All butt
edges should be glued or clipped

1998
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Glue all the butt joins of the pipe
insulation together and fit cut sections
around the valve. Clip where
necessary (see inset picture).

under an additional SOmm
compressioD, otherwise, as the picture
shows, over a longer period of time
lyethylene can move or shrink back
allowing pipe to become exposed.
Taping around a valve does not
provide adequate insulation. Both
practices could lead to pipe burst
where temperatures fall below O°c.

efficient way of insulating the valve if
done correctly. Cut sections of pipe
that will fit around the neck and body
of the valve as shown in the picture
above.

Afull range of accessories is
available to ensure that you have the
tools for whatever installation is
required. We cannot guarantee the use
of materials when any other
manufacturers products have been
used in conjunction with our own
insulation materials.

Technical
Support Advice
For technical advice and a
copy of the Armstrong
Installation Manual contact
Alan Beattie.
Tel: 045 - 432150.

Using Tubolit Plus as an example,
Easifix Clips should be used to hold
the seams together. These do not pull,
drag or reduce the thickness/
effectiveness of the material when in
place. Again, all butt edges should be
joined with adhesive under
compression for effectiveness.

To Insulate a Stop
Cock Valve
Again, using off cuts of larger-bore
material is the most cost-effective and
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Issue 1

Revised
Registration
Procedures
for 1998
In response to the implementation of
the IDHE Development Plan

February 1998

and the committee have decided to

within respective issues of BSNews in

directly on this important issue, to

this format.

clear up any questions members have
on membership.

Obituary

To facilitate the registration
procedures the committee has set up

The IDHE extends its sympathy to

a national Registration Subcommittee

Deirdre Peruice and family on the

(RSC) to streamline registration to

untimely death of Bill Peruke. Bill's

best international practice. The

loss is deeply felt by all the members

inaugural RSC is as follows:

and will be sorely missed for his

Paul Cleary (Chair); Michael Stack
(South East); Paula Cosgrove (South

mandated at the Engineers Club on

West); Paul Fox (Dublin); Hugh

21 October 1997 and reported in the

O'Hagan (North East).

December issue of BSNews, the

great contribution to the heating
industry.
Also in the past year the IDHE has
lost Bob Couchman and Bernard

One can easily see that this is a

Committee has revised registration

high powered subcommittee utilising

procedures for 1998.

people of a high calibre and well

A National Register of Members

This newsletter will now appear

write to each individual member

Egan, both of whom were also
stalwarts of the industry.
May their gods be good to them.

known for their impartiality and

will be printed and circulated to

experience, and something which

members on 1 April 1998 and will be

will contribute to the standing of the

Bord Gais

valid for one year to 31 March 1999.

IDHE.

The IDHE has agreed to enter into

The Register will be categorised by

Enquiries for membership can be

industry sector in compliance with

made through the IDHE main

the constitution of the IDHE.

contact facility.

formal partnership with BGE
concerning matters of end user safety
and commercial issues. This
arrangement will be up and running

Existing members have by this
stage received notification of fees'

Communications

schedule which should be completed

A new national communications

and returned to the correspondence

facility was set up recently to meet

address listed right. The latest date

the future needs of the IDHE and is

by July 1998.

for receipt of documentation is 28

working well with the contribution

Correspondance
Address

February 1998. Applications received

of the service provider.

Suite 183, 28 South Frederick Street,

after this date will not be included in

The response to the newsletter

the National Register of Members

head has been positive from

1998.

members, and demonstrates the

The committee have received
enquiries from members on this issue

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol37/iss2/1
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Dublin 2. Tel: 01 - 677 8180;
Fax: 01 - 677 6175.

proactive approach adopted by the
committee.
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TRIFLOW FITTING
The ORIGINAL Quality Lead-Free Solder Ring Fitting
Approved for use with Copper Tube to IS/EN 1057:1996
National Standards Authority of Ireland ISO 9000:1987
(IS 300: Part 2: 1987, and ISO 9002:1987 Re No: M122
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[\ BESTOBEL STEAM
Steam Traps and Steam Specialties

"

Inside the Bestobell
Steam Trap
MA NO THERM
I.IMITED
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol37/iss2/1THE CONTROL CENTRES
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Manotherm Limited The Control Centre,
4 Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12.
Tel: 0 I - 452 2355;
Fax: 0 I - 451 6919
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